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Abstract 
The present researchconcentrates on the surveillance of the bit tooth wear using a new formula 

that merged the classic formula of specific energy produced by Rabia with the equation of three-
abrasive wear found by Rabinowicztaking into account the effect of lithology of the rock formation as 
well as the materials that the drill bits are made from.Drilling parameters also have significant 
influence on the predicted wear and therefore, they have to be involved in the prediction of the drill bit 
tooth dullness.The new attempt is applied on threedeep oil wells in Nasriya field southern Iraq. 

Three body abrasion phenomena took place while the bit is drilling the rock formations, 
therefore, it should be used as a concept for the wear prediction. The ratio of hardness of the rock over 
that of the bit has a great effect on the determination of the bit tooth wear. In this work, a new formula 
of specific energy is compared with the specific energy produced by Rabia along with the depth in the 
presence of the actual bit tooth wear taken from the bit records ofthreedeep wells inNasriya field. This 
research is done to find a reliable formula for the prediction of bit tooth dullness, especially that 
relevant researcheson Nasriyawells areunavailable in the literature. 
Keywords: bit dullness; bit wear; worn bits; three body abrasive wear. 

  الخلاصة
بأستخدام صیغة جدیدة و التي دمجت الصیغة الكلاسیكیة لصیغة الطاقة سنان الحافرة أتآكل  مراقبةبركز على هذا البحث 

مأخوذ بنظر الاعتبار تأثیر التسلسل الطبقي المحددة المنتجة من قبل ربیعة مع معادلةتآكل الجسم الثلاثیة التي وجدت من قبل رابینوفج 

على التآكل الذي یتم التنبؤ ،  عوامل الحفر ایضا لها تأثیر مهم. صنع الحافرات للطبقات الصخریة و كذلك تأثیر المواد التي تدخل في

في حقل  عمیقة آبار نفطیة ثةالمحاولة الجدیدة تم تطبیقها على ثلا  . لذلك فهي ایضا یجب تضمینها في التنبؤ بتلف أسنان الحافرة

  .الناصریة جنوبي العراق

ان نسبة . صخور، لذلك یجب استخدامها كمبدأ في التبؤ بالتلفللدما تحفر الحافرة ظاهرة تآكل الجسم الثلاثیة تاخذ حیزا عن

صیغة جدیدة للطاقة  في هذا البحث . .الصلادة الخاصة بالصخور على صلادة الحافرة لها تأثیر عظیم على تحدید تلف الحافرة

مقارنتها مع الطاقة المحددة التي انتجت من قبل ربیعة على طول العمق بوجود التآكل الحقیقي لاسنان الحافرة المأخوذ من  تمالمحددة 

، هذا البحث تم عمله لایجاد صیغة موثوق فیها للتنبؤ بتآكل اسنان الحافرة . في حقل الناصریة عمیقة سجلات الحافرة لثلاثة آبار

  .في الأدبیات هي غیر متوفرة الناصریة بارلاخصوصا و أن بحوث مماثلة 

  .، تآكل القشط ، الحافرات التالفة ، تآكل الحافرة تلف الحافرة : مفتاحیةالكلمات ال

1. Introduction 
It is crucially important to predict the bit wear (dullness) to avoidconsuming 

extra money and time during the drilling operation and therefore, significant savings 
could be achieved. Classic specific energy technique is used for this purpose, but still 
nowadays considered unreliable approach unless it should be used with other 
techniques such as well logs, cost per foot (CPF) and other geological methods.  

In drilling oil and gas wells, roller-cone bits with conical-shaped teeth are now 
widely used due to their favorable durability and cost compared to PDC bits, however 
generally speaking the prospective rock formation to be drilled plays an important 
role for bit durability. The state of the bit is assessed according to the status of the 
tooth and the bearings holding the cones of the bits. Roller-cone (tri-cone) bits are 
classified mainly into two categories; milled tooth bits and insert bits. Steel is the 
main content of Milled tooth bits, whereasTungsten- Carbide (TC) alloy is the main 
component for insert bits. As drilling progresses the bits become worn and hence 
drilling efficiency reduces. The traditional technique for diagnosing the status of the 
bit wear is by monitoring the Specific Energy (SE) simultaneously with the rate of 
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penetration (PR) against depth
Rabia et.al., 1986,Farrelly

Waughman et.al., 2002, 2003
reliable technique for pulling out worn bits based on the plot of 
Waughman et.al.,2003 found that when drilling shale formations, the behavior of 
was different and gave high values of 
phenomenon where the shale particles  absorb the drilling fluid making the shale 
particles swelled and accumulated at the bit head 
ofSE, therefore, when penetrating
marl formations, more effective reliable techniques should be used for the purpose of 
evaluating the status the bit
SE.Geological information of the drilled formations (lithology) as well as 
are the most widely methods used for

Hydrocarbon drill bits are classified into two major categories: roller
shear bits. The first type has usually three rotating cones
cone bits), whereas the latter has no rotating parts such a
Compact (PDC) bits. Currently 
account approximately 90% of the market demand (

Each cone of the roller bits has rows of teeth that are made from steel and hence
the bits are called Milled 
(TC) and hence it is called insert bits or sometimes the cutting teeth are made from 
synthetic diamond as existed in PDC bits. Figure (1) illustrates the main existing types 
used currently in hydrocarbon drilling operations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. (1) Hydrocarbon drill bits: (a) Insert bit, (b) Mill

Roller-cutter bits mostly worn due to the dullness of their teeth. Dullness 
referred to the flatness of the teeth (wear). The wear of the drill bit teeth attributed to 
many reasons mainly: high temperature causing geothermal degradation, abrasive 
wear and excessive weight on
(Bhushan, 2000). 

Reed Tool Company
bit tooth wear as fraction of eight according to the International Association of 
Drilling Contractors (IADC
whereas for a totally destroyed insert will be 8 out of 8 or 1.0. Figure (2) demonstrates 
the dulling (wear) fraction for roller
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) against depth(Pessier and Fear,1992, Dupriest and Koederitz,2005
Farrelly and Rabia,1987 and Chen et.al., 2014). 

2002, 2003 studied the real-time specific energy (
reliable technique for pulling out worn bits based on the plot of SE

found that when drilling shale formations, the behavior of 
was different and gave high values of SEdue to bit balling. Bit balling is the 

where the shale particles  absorb the drilling fluid making the shale 
particles swelled and accumulated at the bit head showing misleading interpretations 

penetrating shale and or formations relevant to shale such as 
more effective reliable techniques should be used for the purpose of 

evaluating the status the bit to avoid any misleading interpretation
Geological information of the drilled formations (lithology) as well as 

methods used for validation.  
Hydrocarbon drill bits are classified into two major categories: roller

shear bits. The first type has usually three rotating cones enhanced by 
), whereas the latter has no rotating parts such as Polycrystalline Diamond 

Currently roller cone bits are used more than PDC bits and 
account approximately 90% of the market demand (Imhoff et.al., 1985

Each cone of the roller bits has rows of teeth that are made from steel and hence
 bits or the teeth are manufactured from Tungsten

) and hence it is called insert bits or sometimes the cutting teeth are made from 
as existed in PDC bits. Figure (1) illustrates the main existing types 

used currently in hydrocarbon drilling operations.  

Fig. (1) Hydrocarbon drill bits: (a) Insert bit, (b) Milled steel bit and (c) 
(Lin, 2013). 

mostly worn due to the dullness of their teeth. Dullness 
referred to the flatness of the teeth (wear). The wear of the drill bit teeth attributed to 
many reasons mainly: high temperature causing geothermal degradation, abrasive 
wear and excessive weight on bit, causing high vibration leading to impact wear 

Company,1999 for oil and gas drill bit manufactory classified the 
as fraction of eight according to the International Association of 

IADC)as for a brand new insert, the wear will be 0 out of 8, 
whereas for a totally destroyed insert will be 8 out of 8 or 1.0. Figure (2) demonstrates 

(wear) fraction for roller-cone and PDC bits. 
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Koederitz,2005, 

time specific energy (SE) as a 
SE against depth. 

found that when drilling shale formations, the behavior of SE 
Bit balling is the 

where the shale particles  absorb the drilling fluid making the shale 
misleading interpretations 

and or formations relevant to shale such as 
more effective reliable techniques should be used for the purpose of 

interpretation caused by 
Geological information of the drilled formations (lithology) as well as well logs 

Hydrocarbon drill bits are classified into two major categories: roller-cone and 
enhanced by bearings (tri-
s Polycrystalline Diamond 

cone bits are used more than PDC bits and 
1985). 

Each cone of the roller bits has rows of teeth that are made from steel and hence 
bits or the teeth are manufactured from Tungsten-Carbide 

) and hence it is called insert bits or sometimes the cutting teeth are made from 
as existed in PDC bits. Figure (1) illustrates the main existing types 

steel bit and (c) PDC bit 

mostly worn due to the dullness of their teeth. Dullness 
referred to the flatness of the teeth (wear). The wear of the drill bit teeth attributed to 
many reasons mainly: high temperature causing geothermal degradation, abrasive 

causing high vibration leading to impact wear 

for oil and gas drill bit manufactory classified the 
as fraction of eight according to the International Association of 

)as for a brand new insert, the wear will be 0 out of 8, 
whereas for a totally destroyed insert will be 8 out of 8 or 1.0. Figure (2) demonstrates 
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Fig. (2) Bit tooth wear (Reed Hycalog,1999). 

2. ACQUISITION of DATA 
Data required for the further calculations in this paper data has been collected 

from bit records of threedeep wells in Nasriya field (Nasriya #1 , #2 and #3) 
contracted by Iraqi South Oil Company (ISOC). Litholgical information for these two 
above wells are unavailable, therefore, formation lithology of the specific well were 
taken from an adjacent well (Nasriya #4).Figure (3) illustrates the bit record data for 
well Nasriya #1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.(3) Bit record of well Nasriya #1 (Obtained from Iraqi South Oil Company, ISOC). 

 
Figure (4) shows the lithology of an offset well (Nasriya  #4) which is adjacent to 
wells Nasriya #1 and #2. 
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Fig. (4)Formation lithology combined with other information while drilling well 

(Obtained from Iraqi South Oil Company, ISOC)

3. THEORY 
The main wear mechanism occurs i

wear (Bhushan, 2000 and 
particles trapped between two surfaces that remove the material from the top or 
bottom surface or both, whereas two
slides over the soft one removing the material from the soft surface (
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ormation lithology combined with other information while drilling well 
Nasryia #4 

(Obtained from Iraqi South Oil Company, ISOC). 

The main wear mechanism occurs in oil drill bit teeth is three
and Gonzalez et.al., 2011). Three-body abrasion 

particles trapped between two surfaces that remove the material from the top or 
bottom surface or both, whereas two-body abrasion refers to the hard surface that 

one removing the material from the soft surface (
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ormation lithology combined with other information while drilling well 

 

n oil drill bit teeth is three-body abrasive 
body abrasion refers to 

particles trapped between two surfaces that remove the material from the top or 
ers to the hard surface that 

one removing the material from the soft surface (Gates, 1998). 
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Figure (5) demonstrates the phenomenon of two and three body abrasive wear (JGS, 
LLS, 2014). 

  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  

Fig. (5)Main wear mechanisms occurs in drill bit teeth (courtesy of JGS, LSS,2014) 
 

The status of the drill bit influences the direct energy in the drill string. When 
bit tooth wear occurs, rate of penetration decreases significantly resulting increase in 
the weight on bit and torque due to the energy dissipated as a result of the bit damage. 
Two main drilling parameters should be monitored during the drilling operation in 
order to decide when the drill bit must be pulled out the wellbore. 

The determination of the dullness of the drill bit tooth is crucially important to 
maximize drilling efficiency and reduce economic losses. In the literature there were 
approaches for quantifying the wear of the drill bit tooth as many factors affecting the 
wear of the drill nits are rather complicated. However, the mechanical properties of 
the drill bit tooth were not taking into account that affects the value of the wear 
significantly; therefore the necessity appeared to find a new formula to forecast the bit 
tooth dullness with high reliability. 

Rabinowicz,1977 suggested a formula for quantifying the volume of the 
abraded and the abrasive materials in the case of three-body abrasion as when the 
hardness of the abrasive and the abraded materials take into account, the resulting 
wear is considered three-body abrasion which differs that the case of two-body 
abrasion where only the hardness of the abraded material is considered 
.Functionalizsing  Rabinowicz 's formula in the case of drill bit and the rock produces 
Equation (1) as follows: 

 

�� =	
�.���(�).�

�.�	��
(
��

��
)�.�												�. �	�� < �� < 1.25�� 	…………………… ..			(�)	    

 
where Hais the hardness of the bit and HW ishardness of  the rock being 

excavated (N/m2), , F is the applied load (N), X is the sliding distance (m), θ is the 
abrasion angle and  Vw is the volume of the material removed (m3).   

The distance (X) in Eq.(1) could be replaced in terms of the linear velocity (VL) 
as  VL is equal to the sliding distance over the time. 

Hence, in terms of the angular velocity, i.e.2N. Therefore, the linear velocity 
(VL) equals to 2N× r or equals to N×d.  

where r is the radius of the drill bit (in), d is the diameter of the bit (in) and N is 
the rotary speed (rpm). 

Hence, Eq.(1) could be re-written after the substitution of (N×d× time) instead 
of the sliding distance (X). In addition, the exertedload (F) in Eq. (1) corresponds to 
the weight on bit (W).  The resulting equation is as follows: 
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Rabia, 1985and Rabia et.al., 1986 used a new formula for the specific energy 
based on the drilling parameters without torque as shown in Eq. (3): 
 

�� = 		��	
�.�

�.��
				(�) 

 

where W is the weight on bit (lb) , d is the diameter of the bit (in) , N is the 
rotary speed (rpm), PR is the penetration rate (ft/hr) and SE is expressed in lb.in/in3 or 
psi. 

In general, the specific energy defines as the energy required excavating a unit 
volume of rock. The basic of Eq.(3) is obtained from Eq.(4): 
 

�� = 	
������	����	

������	����	��	���		����	�����	���������
		(�) 

 

Energy rate can be calculated from the following equation(Rabia,1985): 
 

�����	����	 = 			�. �. �	�.�							(�) 
 

where W is the weight on bit (Kg) , r is the bit radius (mm) and N is the rotary 
speed (rpm). 

Hence, a new formula could be obtained by merging the equation of rate volume 
of rock being removed into the specific energy equation by substituting (Eq.2) in the 
denominator of Eq.(4). The resulting formula is as follows: 

�� = 	
�(��). �(��). �	�.�	

�	(�).���(�).�	�.�(�)

�.�	��
�
��

��
�
�.�

	(�) 

It is worth mentioning that the value of the abrasion angle (θ) in Equation (6) 
varies according to the location of the bit tooth being excavating the rock. According 
to the study of (Nguyen and Van, 1995), the abrasion angle (θ) ranges between 45 ̊ 
and 0 ̊. To simplify the solution of Equation (2), the value of θ is assumed to be 15 ̊.  

As the weight on bit and the diameter in the nominator have inhomogeneous 
units with those in the denominator. Therefore, conversion factors should be used. 
The final formula of specific energy (SE) in psi is shown in Eq.(7): 

�� = 	
�����. ���				��

�
��

��
�
�.�

		(�) 

where Ha is the hardness of the bit and HW  is hardness of  the rock being 
excavated (N/m2). 

4. Methodology 
As Equation (7) requires the determination of the hardness of the rock being 

excavated as well as the hardness of the material forming the tooth of the drill bit, 
therefore, it is crucially important to determine these two parameters. As mentioned 
previously that, the lithology of the formations being excavated is determined from 
the offset (adjacent) wells and consequently the corresponding type of the rock 
determined. Later, thehardness of the rock formations being drilled could be obtained 
from literature, while the hardness of the material forming the cutters of the drill bitis 
obtained from the literature (Mouritz and Hutchings, 1991, and Gokhale, 2010) as 
shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1   Main rock formations being penetrated with the corresponding hardness 
(Mouritzand Hutchings, 1991 and Gokhale, 2010) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

It is worth mentioning that the IADC classification is considered for the 
determination of the type of the drill bit being used during the drilling operation based 
on its commercial code (Security, 1985). Accordingly, the hardness of the material 
forming the cutters of the drill bit is determined. 

As previously shown in Figure (1a, 1b), tri-cone bit is either insert or steel. The 
approximate hardness of the cutters of the insert or TC bit is 15 GPa (Osipov et.al., 
2010), whereas the hardness of the teeth of the steel (milled) bit is about12.95 
GPa(Mouritz and Hutchings, 1991).  

From the obtained bit record data, all the bits used are roller-cone bits. Table 2 
demonstrates the drill bit manufacturer with the corresponding IADC drill bit code 
along with the hardness for bit teeth for well Nasryia#1 in Nasryia field south of Iraq. 
Table 3 shows the rock formations being drilled and the corresponding hardness in 
GPa, along with the drilling parameters. 
Table 2Roller-cone bits being penetrated well Nasryia#1south of Iraq (part of the 
data) 
 

Table 3 shows a sample of the main drilling parameters taken from the bit record of 
well Nasryia#1 as well as the rock formations being penetrated with their hardness. 
 
Table 3   Rock formations with the corresponding hardness along with the drilling 
parameters of well Nasryia#1 in Southern  Iraq  

Main Rock Formation Hardness 
(GPa)   

Sandstone 10.79 
Limestone  1.079 

Shale 2.45 
Dolomite  1.961 
Anhydrite 1.569 

Conglomerate   1.17 

Depth 
(m) 

Drill Bit 
Make 

Tri-Cone 
Code 

Tri-Cone 
Type 

Drill Bit Cutter 
 hardness  

(GPa) 

 Bit tooth 
condition 

(0-8) 

0-530 HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  3 

530-624 HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  5 

624-674 HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  6 

674-830 HUGHES  OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  4 

830-1082 HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  3 

1082-
1287 

HUGHES OSC-3AJ  Milled-tooth 12.95  4 

1287-
1454 

HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  3 

1454-
1538 

HUGHES OSC-3AJ Milled-tooth 12.95  4 
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DepthDril
led  
 (m) 

Rock  
Formation 

 (GPa) 

Formatio
n 

Hardness 
(GPa) 

Bit  
Dia. 
(in)  
 

Weigh
t  

on Bit 
(Ton) 

Rotation
al Speed 

(rpm) 

Meter
s 

drille
d (m)  

Tim
e  

(hr) 

Penetratio
n 

Rate 
 (m/hr) 

0-530  Conglomerate 
+limestone + 
shale +bit of 
anhydrite+ 
dolomite 

 
 

1.65 26 2-15 120 499  64.7
5 
 
 
 
 

 

7.71 

530-624  
  

  

Dolomite + 
anhydrite  

1.765  17.5 10  100 94  28.5 3.30 

624-674  
  

Mostly 
dolomite + 
anhydrite 

1.825  17.5 12 120 50 7.25 
 
 

6.90 

674-830  Dolomite + bit 
of anhydrite 

1.781 17.5 12 120 156 44.7
5 
 
 

3.49 

830-1082 Dolomite + 
anhydrite 

 

1.755 17.5 16 120 252 44.7
5 
 
 

5.63 

1082-1287 Dolomite + 
shale+marl 

 

2.15 17.5 18 120  205 50 
 

4.10 

1287-1454 Marl + 
limestone 

 

1.765  17.5 15-18 120 167 52.2
5  

3.20 

1454-1538 Dolomite+ bit 
of  

marl 
 

1.95 17.5 15-18 120 84 46.5 1.81 

1538-1639  Dolomite+ bit 
of  

marl 
 

1.95 17.5 15-18 120 101 40.5 
 

2.49 

1639-1706  Light 
limestone+ bit 

of marl 
 

1.85 17.5 15-18 120 67 43.5 
  

1.54 

1706-1773 Light 
limestone 

1.079 17.5 15-18 120 67 33 
 

2.03 

1773-1929 Shale + 
limestone 

 

1.764 17.5 15-18  120 156 46.7
5 

3.34 

1929-1951 Shale +bit of 
limestone 

 

2.10 17.5 15 100 22 8.5 2.59 

1951-2009 Limestone + 
bit of shale 

1.35 12.25 15 100 60 15.2
5 
 
 

3.93 

2009-2022 Shale + bit of 
limestone 

 

2.1 12.25 18 100 13 1.75 7.43 
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5. RESULTS and DISCUSSION  
The specific energy obtained from applying Rabia's equation i.e. eq. (3) is 

plotted versus depth along with the actual qualitative bit tooth wear (dimensionless 
units). Simultaneously, the specific energy produced from the new developed formula 
in this work (Equation 7) is compared to the in-situ bit tooth wear for three deep wells 
at Nasriya field at various drilled formation intervals. The obtained graphs show that 
the new developed formula exhibits a good agreement trend with actual bit tooth 
wear. The use of the new formula is limited as a trending tool for monitoring the wear 
of the drill bit tooth. 

The calculations are done through applying Equations (3) and (7) after using 
homogeneous units.It is worth noting that, the specific energy resulted from applying 
the new suggested formula shows overestimated values compared with the values of 
the specific energy obtained from applying Rabia's equation, therefore, it is 
recommended when applying the new formula, it should be used as a trending tool for 
invigilating the bit tooth dullness. 

Figure (6) illustrates the specific energies obtained fromRabia's equation and 
from the new formula against depth for well Nasriya #1 compared with the qualitative 
bit tooth wear. The specific energies produced from Rabia's and the new suggested 
technique show a good agreement at most depths. However, the new technique shows 
more sensitivity towards the high wear of the bit inserts especially at hard formations 
such as sandstone. This is clearly shown at depths from 2660 to 3010 m as the new 
suggested formula exhibits extreme high values of specific energy at this depth range 
due to the existence of sandstone formations as provided from the lithology of the 
offset adjacent wells. 

It is worthy to clarify that, the path of the new specific energy shows similar 
peaks compared to the actual bit tooth wear, whereas Rabia's formula shows also a 
good agreement, but with less sensitivity towards the intervals of high tooth wear. At 
shallow depths, both techniques of the specific energy demonstrate a good matching 
with the qualitative bit tooth dullness, except the fact that the new suggested 
technique shows sharp more peaks than Rabia's. 

The analysis of well Nasriya #2, shows that at a depth range of 2400-3190 m, 
the specific energy obtained from the new developed method shows extreme high 
values compared with Rabia's. This is attributed to the presence of rock formations 
that have high hardness. From the lithology of the adjacent wells to well Nasriya #2, it 
is shown that sandstone formation is dominant.  

At depths before 2000 m, the specific energies of the two used methods show a 
similar trend with the in-situ bit tooth wear.  

For well Nasriya #3, the data collected from the bit record were available from 
depth 1978 m and beyond, while before this depth, the qualitative bit tooth wear was 
missing, therefore, the calculations for this well will be limited at depth 1978 m and 
beyond. 

From depth 1978 to 2775 m, both specific energies of Rabia and the new one 
show a good matching with the bit tooth dullness. Depths between 2775 and 3308 m, 
Rabia's and the new developed formula show an acceptable agreement with the bit 
tooth wear. However, the new technique exhibits an overestimation. This overdo is 
attributed to rock of high hardness such as sandstones and compact shale. 

At depth 3364 m till the end of the well, the specific energy resulted from 
Rabia's equation shows a disagreement with the trend of the actual bit tooth wear, 
whereas the new developed method exhibits a good agreement.  
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Fig. (6) Specific energies of Rabia and new formula and the actual bit tooth wear  
versus depth for well Nasriya #1 
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Fig. (7) Bit tooth dullness compared to the specific energies of Rabia and new 
formula versus depth for well Nasriya #2 
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Fig. (8) Comparison of specific energies of Rabia and new formula with the 
qualitative bit tooth wearversus depth for well Nasriya #3 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
1- The new approach is based on three body abrasion, where the ratio of hardness of 

the rock over that of the bit has a great effect on the determination of the bit wear. 
2- The values of the specific energy obtained from the new developed formula are 

overestimated compared with the values of the specific energy produced from 
Rabia, therefore, this technique is limited for the purpose of monitoring the wear of 
the drill bit wear as a trending tool only. 

3- At shallow depths, the lithology is complicated, therefore it is quite complex to 
determine the pure lithology at these shallow depths and consequently affects the 
determination of the specific energy. 

4- At rock formations that have high hardness, the specific energy resulted from the 
new suggested formula demonstrates extremely high values, especially at 
sandstone formations as shown at depths between 2660 and3180 m. 

5- This technique could be used as an assisting tool for the surveillance of the bit 
tooth dullness while drilling. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
CPF cost per foot ($/ft) 
d bit diameter (m) 
F applied load (N) 
Ha hardness of the abrasive body (Pa), (GPa) 
Hb hardness of the bit (Pa), (GPa) 
HR hardness of the rock formation (Pa), (GPa) 
Hw hardness of the abraded body (Pa), (GPa) 
HV vickers hardness number 
IADC international association of drilling contractors 
ISOC iraqi south oil company 
L depth interval being drilled (m) 
N rotary speed (rpm) 
PDC polycrystalline diamond compact 
PR penetration rate (ft/hr) 
SE specific energy (psi) 
TC tungsten-carbide 
VL linear velocity (m/sec), (m/min) 
VR volume of the of rock removed (m3) 
Vw volume of the material removed (m3).   
W weight on bit (N) 
X sliding distance (m) 
θ abrasion angle (45-0 ̊ ) 
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